FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))

Report No: [Redacted]

Alias: None

Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan

Captive Tag #: M060108-01

Interrogator: [Redacted]

Date/Time: 260610C JAN 08

Language Used: AD

Interpreter: [Redacted]

Maps Used: [Redacted]

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08

[Redacted] Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQI fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date / Place of birth: October 1976 / Mahalabiyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim - Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee discussed JAI change of name to Jaysh al-Fatha al-Mubin.
- Detainee discussed a meeting between Detainee and the Shari'a Amirs of AAS and JAI.

Detainee meets with Abu Arab in this location more often than any other area of the Suq al-Ma'ash. Whoever arrives first will stand on the side of the street near the two way street and wait for the other person to see him.

Name Facility: Suqal-Ma'ash, Mosul, Iraq
Function: Meeting Location
Role in Insurgency: Meeting Location for Detainee and Abu Arab as well as a popular location for other ISI members meetings
Group: ISI
There is conflict in Mosul between the ISi and JAI. JAI in Baghdad or the areas near Baghdad were working with the Awakening movement. ISi Mosul was afraid that JAI Mosul would start working with the Awakening. JAI Mosul was given an ultimatum by the ISi that JAI would have to swear Bayat to the ISi if JAI wanted to continue conducting operations in Mosul. JAI was also given the option to produce a written statement denouncing the Awakening in lieu of swearing Bayat. JAI chose to produce a statement and distribute flyers claiming no connection with the Awakening. JAI claimed they had separated from the JAI and started a new group called the Jaysh al-Fatha al-Mubin.

Detainee and Abu Sarni, the ISi judge at the time, met with Abu Mahir the AAS religious amir and Abu Sumaya, the JAI religious amir on several occasions to try and resolve a dispute. Two members of the ISi and their cousin, a member of JAI, were shot and killed in the Hay al-Sana' area by members of AAS. The Sharia members of all of the groups involved met to discuss the issue in an AAS house on the east side of Mosul in August of 2007. Testimony and witness statements were taken regarding the attack. Detainee concluded that one death was by accident and two were intentional. The AAS Sharia member claimed that all of the deaths were accidental. There was still no agreement regarding the issue at the time of Detainee's capture. The families of the victims are seeking financial compensation for the loss of the three men.

Part IV: Remarks: